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Donington le HeatH Manor 
House revisiteD

Nick Hill and Peter Liddle

this paper draws together research and recording work conducted over the last 
50 years at Donington le Heath Manor House, and sets this within the context 
of a new, comprehensive analysis of the building fabric. the original form of the 
building, probably built by robert de Herle soon after 1293, is reconstructed. 
early studies thought the building to be a ‘first-floor hall’, but it is now interpreted 
as a chamber block, which accompanied a lost ground-floor hall. the building, 
which survives in remarkably complete condition, was largely constructed in a 
single phase of work, to a sophisticated and carefully integrated design. Most 
unusually, there were two sets of chambers, each with an inner chamber and 
garderobe. the location of the lost hall remains unclear, but it may have stood 
independently to the south-east of the chamber block. the later development of 
the house, including a major modernisation of c.1618, is briefly traced. 

introDuction

Donington le Heath Manor House, near coalville, leicestershire, has for many 
years been seen as a remarkably complete example of a late thirteenth-century first-
floor hall manor house. this view was the result of Margaret Wood’s accounts 
in Thirteenth Century Domestic Architecture in England (1950) and The English 
Medieval House (1965), followed by a more substantial article by tom Marsden 
in 1962. since that time leicestershire county council has acquired the building 
and put it through a process of ‘renovation’. this involved a major programme that 
was intended to return the building, where possible, to its original state. this means 
that much of the evidence for the later history of the house has been removed and 
replaced with pastiche medieval features. luckily there is an excellent 1963 drawn 
survey of the building by students of leicester college of art (Figs 1 and 2), backed 
up by photographs. Photographs and plans and notes by the county architects 
Department taken during the renovation, often when plaster had been stripped from 
the walls, are held by the county Museums. there has also been some excavation 
and useful tree-ring dating undertaken. a new consideration of the house in the light 
of this information and recent research is now probably overdue.

DocuMentary eviDence

this has been researched by vanessa Mcloughlin and summarised in the 
leicestershire Historian (Mcloughlin 2001 and 2002). a brief summary will suffice 
here. Donington is first mentioned in the Domesday Book when it was held by nigel 
of aubigny, with thorkell holding from him. around 1200 the manor was owned 
by William de sees and nichols says that he gave six virgates to charley Priory. 
His son gilbert had the manor of Donington, comprising 19 virgates and ½ a mill, 
and held a house from the Prior of charley. it seems most likely that William had 
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Fig. 1. ground-floor plan in 1963 (leicester college of art).
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Fig. 2. First-floor plan in 1963 (leicester college of art).
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given his manor house and demesne land to the Priory, while the tenanted land 
went to his son who continued to live in the house. in 1260 this land, now owned 
by Juliana de Waleys (gilbert’s grand-daughter), was sold to Hugh Despenser. 
the Priory land was held by William le Mey and richard de charley. in 1293, 
robert de Herle took over the le Mey holdings and in 1303 also the de charley land 
including a messuage. robert de Herle was a busy lawyer who worked principally 
in leicestershire, staffordshire and Warwickshire. locally he represented John 
comyn, earl of Buchan, who was the lord of Whitwick. in the 1290s the earl was 
resident at Whitwick castle, having been expelled from scotland by edward i. De 
Herle may have acquired Donington to be near Whitwick or to be near the centre of 
his practice. robert acted as John comyn’s executor, but died himself in 1320 and 
was buried at garendon abbey. isabella, robert’s wife, was still at Donington in 
1332. His elder brother, sir William de Herle, who was also a lawyer and acted as 
a circuit judge in the Midlands and then chief Justice of the King’s bench, inherited 
the property. although the de Herles are generally said to be from Kirby Muxloe, 
William and robert are not recorded in that village until 1303, after which the 
family build up their holding (Farnham 1930).

the Donington property can be traced from the de Herles, to the Pakemans 
and then on to the Digbys. Donington was not the main holding of either of these 
families. it is very difficult to match up names in tax lists with a particular building 
and no tenants have been identified. at the Dissolution of ulverscroft Priory (which 
had merged with charley) the Digbys became the owners. it is suggested by Dr 
Mcloughlin that the property may have been granted to ann Digby on the occasion 
of her marriage to thomas swinglehurst between 1614 and when it was sold back to 
the family in 1620. in 1627 the Digbys sold their Donington land. a messuage with 
an orchard was sold to thomas Wright, thomas Farmer and richard Mathewe, 
while a messuage with a dovehouse was sold to thomas Dilke (who is described as a 
gentleman and freeholder in 1630). either could be our house, although the second 
seems more likely. the Dilkes are recorded in the village until the 1630s. in 1671, 
thomas Harley left the house and its land in his will as part of the endowment of his 
charity that supported a hospital and a school at osgathorpe. it remained in their 
ownership until 1960 when it was sold to a local farmer who turned it (including 
the house itself) into a pig unit. it was purchased by leicestershire county council 
in 1965 and, after a staged programme of renovation, was opened to the public in 
1972. the names of tenants from the eighteenth century onwards are known, and 
were the Burgess, stone, Bishop, griffin and Hill families. 

DescriPtion

the house is of two storeys and is u-shaped, with a main east–west block and 
additional blocks running north to south at each end (the east and west wings) 
(Figs 3 and 4). an additional block (the north wing) continues northwards from the 
west wing. this defines a small internal courtyard. the house is made of uncoursed 
charnwood Forest ‘granites’ with dressings in Keuper sandstone, possibly from 
quarries at alton where the de Herles held land (and from where the stone for Kirby 
Muxloe castle was to come in the 1480s). the roofs are all now of swithland slate. 
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Fig. 3. ground-floor plan in 1993 (n. Klee).
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Fig. 4. First-floor plan in 1993 (n. Klee).
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these are reclaimed slates that were fitted at the renovation. immediately before 
this the roofs were covered by ceramic tiles. the early drawings suggest slate or tile 
on the main block, and thatch on the east wing and the north extension (which are 
the only other roofs visible). archaeological evidence suggests that slate (some from 
swithland, but some, which was green and banded, probably from groby) was the 
original roofing material with ceramic ridge tiles.

there is a double buttress at the south-west corner. excavation suggests that 
this was also originally the case at the south-east corner. some of the quoins at 
mid-height are smaller, which may support the case for re-building here. there are 
buttresses at the junction of the main block and the east and west wings, but no sign 
of any structural break, indicating that they are all of one build, while the north 
face of the east wing has north–south buttresses at each corner. the west wing has 
a double buttress at the north-west corner. only the top section of the western part 
survived in 1963, but the whole buttress was then reinstated. the north wing has 
no buttresses.

tHe grounD Floor

The main block now has a single entrance on the south face, heavily rebuilt externally 
(including the insertion of a re-used seventeenth-century moulding over the opening 
during the county council’s renovation), but retaining internal evidence that it is 
a medieval doorway, contrary to earlier reports. evidence of the lower part of a 
second door was found to the east below a four-light mullioned window. like all 
the mullioned windows in the house, this has ovolo-moulded mullions with a cyma-
moulded cornice. the existence of two doors implies two rooms on the ground floor 
and two rough, protruding stones to the east of the present stud partition, together 
with a larger projection near ground-floor level, probably indicate the location of an 
original stone cross wall, which divided the two rooms. the western room was lit by 
two square-headed windows in the west wall. Before renovation there was a large 
timber window in the centre of this wall, with the earlier windows clearly visible 
as blocked openings on either side. Photographs of the east wall when unplastered 
during restoration show evidence of a former window to the north side. there was 
probably a matching window to the south side, giving a similar arrangement to the 
west wall of the west room. the east wall now has a three-light mullioned window 
in the centre. there are square openings, probably wall cupboards, on the south 
wall of both the east and west rooms. 

the ground floor of the main block is now divided by a stud partition. this was 
formerly the east side of a cross passage linking the main door to a door leading into 
the courtyard. the rear doorway has a splayed jamb internally to the west side, with 
good quoins down to window cill level, which suggests it was originally a window. 
the west side of the cross passage was previously formed with a 9-in brick wall. the 
stud partition has its original vertical studs, cill beam and mid-rail to the south side, 
but the northern part was built in the 1960s. the original doorway location in the 
stud partition may have been to the centre, or offset to the north. at the head of the 
partition is a beam with plain chamfers, though the central beam to the west room 
has ogee and cavetto moulding, with run-out stops. the ceiling joists are mainly of 
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unchamfered oak. the west room had a fireplace diagonally set in the south-west 
corner. 

a staircase, removed in the renovation, lay immediately east of the stud partition. 
the ceiling has two beams, with the same mouldings as that in the west room. the 
ceiling joists here have a beaded moulding. it is interesting to note that, when the 
first floor was raised, the joist ends to the west and east end walls of the main block 
were supported on wall plates which have been cut into the walls, set flush with the 
wall face. 

the north wall of the east room is dominated by a large fireplace with a segmental 
arch of neatly cut voussoirs (Fig. 5). the arch, together with its jambs, is built of 
buff sandstone, set around 50mm forward of the wall face, with a plain chamfer. 
the jambs rise up rather oddly above the springing of the arch, as also occurs on the 
first-floor fireplace above. the west side of the fireplace has a shallow recess, with 
early bricks, in its back wall. there are two small niche openings in the rear wall of 
the fireplace. the chimney stack is large and built of stone, set in the angle of the east 
wing and main block. the upper part of this chimney stack, above the weathering 
on the west side, was of brickwork in the 1960s, but has been replaced in stone. 
internally, the stack over the fireplace opening has, oddly, two flues, separated by a 
wall which is supported on an arch. the third flue, for the first-floor fireplace, is set 
on the east side. above the west jamb of the fireplace, an earlier feature is evident. a 
corbelled stone with a roughly rounded shape to its underside projects from the wall 
face. this may have been a lamp bracket to accompany an earlier fireplace. 

immediately to the east of the fireplace, the 1960s alteration works have revealed 
part of an original, two-centred arched doorway. a curved oak timber, chamfered 
to the south side, is tenoned to a horizontal plate. the doorway was similar to 
the two oak-framed doorways on the first floor (tree-ring dated to c.1273–1308), 
though here the jamb and arch are formed of a single, curved timber, instead of 
two separate members. the low height of the door head suggests that the original 
ground-floor level was significantly lower than it is now. this is supported by the 
existence of the end of a previous floor beam visible in the north wall, indicating an 
earlier first-floor level, about 300mm lower than the existing one. Further evidence 
of this earlier floor level was also discovered during the 1960s works. this has a 
bearing on the interpretation of the offset ledge, around 300mm wide and 350mm 
high, which projects from the wall face at floor level on the north and west sides of 
the west room, the west, north and east sides of the east wing, and the west side of 
the west wing (though not all of these sections are now visible). this must have been 
further above floor level than in the present house and is unlikely to have been either 
foundations or (as Dornier conjectured) the footprint of an earlier house. the shelf 
was clearly built as a deliberate feature, so it seems likely that it was for storage use.

this door leads into the east wing, which has a square-headed window in the 
west wall, while that in the east wall is a modern replica, filling part of the space of 
a rectangular opening blocked in brick. 

there is, apparently, no direct access to the ground floor of the west wing from 
the main block, and a photograph of the relevant part of the north wall of the block 
shows no sign of blocked openings. access to this room seems therefore to have been 
through the doorway in the north-west corner. although the doorway’s lintel is of 
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concrete, the jambs internally are original, with remains of the door rebate. to its 
south there was previously a two-light timber window, which was replaced by the 
current square-headed stone window, set further south, in the 1960s. the internal 
north jamb appears original. at the east end of the north wall is a splayed opening 
that appears to be a window blocked by the building of the north extension. there is 
no evidence of a second window towards the west end of the wall, although this could 
be the case. internal features in the west wing are difficult to see due to the present 
use of the area. the pre-renovation drawings and a photograph of this space show a 
fireplace and what appears to be a copper, with a stone sink in the blocked window 
opening in the west wall. the chimney from this ran up through the room above. 

a plain door opening links this space to the north wing, which at its south end 
contains a stair, previously of winder type. the present stair was recovered from 
rectory Farm, Wigston, and fitted during the renovation. a drain runs east to west 
under the southern part of the room and has been partly revealed. the north wing 
has an odd-shaped recess in the north wall, and another in the east wall, probably 
a former wall cupboard. the date of the extension – and it clearly is an extension 
– is uncertain but may be relatively early. the south, east and north walls of the 
north extension were considerably rebuilt during renovation works, due to mining 
subsidence. although identifiable features were removed and rebuilt, we need to rely 
on earlier surveys and photographs for reliable information. the east-facing wall 
has one ground-floor opening. this has been restored as a square-headed window, 
but the lintel is concrete and photos show it to have been a doorway partly blocked 
in brick containing a window. the west wall of this block has two square-headed 
windows on the ground floor. in the south wall is a door into the courtyard facing 
that in the main block. this has been re-worked in the 1960s renovations, with a 
new west jamb and concrete lintel, so no evidence of its date is visible. above this is 
a stone weathering for the original roof abutment of the west wing against the main 
block. Before renovation a pentice roof joined the two courtyard doors. the block 
contained a cheese press before restoration and a brick thrall ran around the walls.

tHe First Floor

The main block has a two-centred doorway of thirteenth century type towards the 
western end of the south face. internally, it retains its original jambs, complete with 
an in situ draw bar, though the arch above dates from the 1960s restoration. this 
was largely blocked until the renovation, but contained a small window lighting the 
stair. to the west of this door is the vertical setting for a timber and three putlog 
holes. the earliest drawing of the house, by John Pridden in May 1795 (nichols 
1811), shows seven holes: six west of the vertical slot and one above it (Fig. 6). east 
of the doorway is a trefoil-headed lancet window (blocked until the renovation) 
and a four-light mullioned window. east of this is a second blocked two-centred 
doorway. the door surrounds have been trimmed back so that it is much less visible 
than its western counterpart. internally it is squeezed tightly against the south-east 
corner, as was revealed in the 1960s. the original internal arch with a sleeve for a 
draw bar was opened up in the renovation. Below and just to the west of the blocked 
doorway is a line of five large quoins, suggesting an earlier abutment here (Fig. 7).
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Both the east and west walls had central windows. the west wall now has a large 
two-centred window (Fig. 8). the 1960s drawings and photographs show that this 
was formerly a large timber window, with no sign of an external arch. However, the 
external jambs are original, as are the internal jambs and rere arch, so the overall 
shape of the window is probably correct. the window is too wide to have been a 
single light in the thirteenth century, so must have had a central mullion, probably 
with y-tracery. examples of such two-light windows with y-tracery can be seen in 
the chamber block at old soar, Plaxtol (Kent), dated to 1271–99 (Pearson 1994, 
38). the east wall has a three-light mullion with evidence of a blocked opening 
under it, which must have formed a similar tall original window. the splayed reveals 
of the early arched windows in the west and east gables can be seen, running down 
to low-set sills. it should be remembered that the original floor level was around 
300mm lower than the current floor, inserted in the early seventeenth century.

on both the east and west walls there is a pair of corbels of uncertain function, 
just below the wall-plate with trussed gables above. Before restoration the east gable 
was rendered and the west gable had brick infill. the roof structure has three trusses, 
with two rows of tenoned purlins, slightly staggered. components of all three trusses 
have been tree-ring dated to 1618. the trusses at the gable ends, of which most of 
the tie beams and principal rafters survived in the brick walling, were reconstructed 
in the 1960s. trusses t2 and t3, to the centre and east, were open, and have large, 
chamfered tie beams, with a high-set collar and v struts to the lower corners. truss 
t1 to the west was built as a closed partition, with two sets of collars and vertical 
studs. the underside of the tie beam (which is of rather distorted form) has mortices 
for studs, which formed a closed partition, dividing the space into two rooms in the 
seventeenth century. the gable end trusses, though much restored, were of similar 

Fig. 6. John Pridden’s drawing of the house from the south-east in 1795 (nichols).
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form to truss t1 (as seen also in the Pridden view of 1795). there was no ridge in 
the seventeenth-century roof, the ridge board being a later addition. the purlins and 
rafters incorporate some re-used timbers, with empty joint matrices. a number of 
chisel-cut carpenter’s marks are visible. When first discovered, this roof structure 
was thought to be of thirteenth-century date (Marsden 1962; Wood 1965), but all 
the features can now be recognised as typically seventeenth century, as proved by 
the tree-ring dating. a drawing of 1856 (gresley) shows that the north gable of the 
north extension had a similar truss, with a mid-height collar and vertical studs (Fig. 
9). this roof and those of the two rear wings have been much altered and are not 
readily visible, but were probably all rebuilt in the early seventeenth century. 

the whole of the first floor of the main block now forms a single large room. 
Drawings and photographs before the 1960s renovation works show that the first 
floor of the main block was subdivided (probably in the eighteenth century) by three 
north–south partitions, with the staircase in the second bay from the west, rising 
from ground floor to attic (see Figs 1 and 2). there was an inserted attic floor of 
gypsum plaster on reeds, set about 175mm below the underside of the seventeenth-
century tie beams, whose floor joists must have been supported on the partitions. 
a dormer window for this attic can be seen on the 1795 drawing, and there were 
windows in the former brick gable ends. the two stone doorways in the south wall 
indicate that the first floor was originally divided into two rooms, although where 
the division lay is not clear. the fireplace on the north wall is offset towards the east, 
to serve the eastern room. it has a shallow, four-centred arch and plain chamfered 
jambs, built of buff sandstone and set c.50mm forward of the wall face, like the 
fireplace in the ground floor below. it also has additional jamb blocks placed above 
the deep-arched lintel, an unusual detail rather similar to the ground-floor fireplace. 
the arched opening is clearly set at the level of the early seventeenth-century floor, 
and all the details of the fireplace are consistent with this date. it has a splayed 
fireback of brickwork, which is probably also of the early seventeenth century. 
When plaster was stripped during the 1960s renovation work the cut-back remains 
of a large, pyramidal stone hood was revealed and photographed. to the west of 
and level with the top of the present fireplace is a protruding stone block. this is 
probably the cut-back remains of an associated lamp bracket. West of the fireplace 
is a trefoil-headed lancet window looking into the central courtyard. there is a wall 
cupboard recess in the south-west corner. 

at either end of the north wall there are timber doorways with two-centred 
arches, set in timber-framed partitions, partly replaced in early brick in the east. 
tree-ring dating has found that the timbers here were felled in c.1273–1308. the 
timber partitions formed the original dividing wall between the main block and the 
rear wings at first-floor level. they are well-constructed, with a large vertical stud 
forming the west jamb of the doorways, which has a stout jowled head to support 
a heavy head beam, with large plain chamfers on its north side. this head beam 
was clearly intended to be able to support the roof structure above. the doorway 
arches are formed of slighter curving timbers, tenoned to the jambs and top rail. 
the west partition has a full set of original stone quoins at its east end, where 
it abuts the north wall. the doorways are now quite low, but the original floor 
level was of course c.300mm lower (as remains the case in the east wing). the east 
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Fig. 9. gresley’s drawing of the house from the north-east in 1856.
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doorway preserves an early oak-boarded door, on pintle hinges, probably of early 
seventeenth-century date. Both doorways have multiple burn marks, which are very 
deep in places. recent research has shown that these were made deliberately, not by 
accident, for unknown ritual purposes, and generally date from the late sixteenth to 
the early eighteenth century. 

these doors lead into the east and west wings. the east wing, whose floor level 
is lower than the main block, has trefoil-headed lancets in east, north and west 
walls. the east example, uniquely, has an apparent relieving arch above, and to its 
right evidence of an additional east–west structure. the present fire escape door is 
an unsplayed doorway that was opened up during renovation. this is set within a 
broader structure. the 1795 drawing shows the stub of an east–west wall on the 
south side of this opening, while there appears to be a second stub at the north-east 
corner suggesting a narrow east–west structure. the north wall is now stone up to 
the roof, but before renovation the area above eaves level was built of brick. the 
record drawings of 1963 show that the brickwork was built on top of a large wall 
plate, suggesting that the gable was once timber-framed, like those to the main block. 
the 1856 drawing shows that by this date the roof was hipped, with a covering of 
thatch. in the west wall, two full-depth square putlog holes are visible.

the second arched doorway opens into the west wing, which is larger than its 
eastern counterpart. this door was blocked before renovation and the southern part 
of the room was filled by a large brick chimney serving the room below. there are 
three windows. the east wall has a trefoil-headed lancet, formerly blocked by the 
pentice roof. in the centre of the north wall is a two-centred lancet window, whose 
head has been restored, so its original form is uncertain. the third window, to the 
west wall, is now a two-centred lancet, but this is entirely an insertion of the 1960s, 
replacing a two-light timber window in the same location. there is a door in the 
very north-east corner of the room now leading to a stair and the north wing. 

the north wing has no buttresses. near the south end of the east wall there is a 
curious trefoil window, cut from a single block, set at wall-plate level. in the centre 
of the north wall is another trefoil set at the same level as the other. Before the 
renovation the gable was filled with brick, though the 1856 drawing shows it with 
timber-framing. in the east wall is a two-centred lancet and in the west two lancets, 
one with a trefoil head and the other square-headed (the only example on the first 
floor). in the east wall and at the north end of the west wall there are curious wall 
recesses, which have a narrow, slot opening at the front, widening into a larger 
square recess behind (see Fig. 2 [1963 first-floor plan]). these may have been used 
for storage of special items. there is a further wall cupboard recess near the centre 
of the west wall. 

ArchAeologicAl evidence 

there have been two major campaigns of excavation. ann Dornier directed a five- 
week campaign of excavation in 1970 (Dornier 1972). regrettably, this was at 
a late stage of the renovation process and no work was undertaken within the 
building. the internal courtyard and three additional areas around the building were 
excavated to throw light on particular problems. in 1993, aileen connor directed 
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a programme of evaluation, involving 11 trenches, in advance of a new garden 
layout (connor 1994). in addition, one of the present authors (Pl) has undertaken 
watching briefs during path laying and a small excavation in 2007, just beyond the 
south-west corner of the grounds, to examine a group of medieval material found 
in field-walking.

Dornier’s excavation in the courtyard found a stone culvert running diagonally 
from south-west to north-east. this was cut by a brick-lined well in the south-
east corner of the courtyard. the culvert may have been for taking water from the 
roofs and may well link into the culvert running under the north extension, which 
was traced running southwards to the west of the building. the foundation of the 
large chimney and that of the east wing appeared to be of one build, although the 
superstructure of the chimney is not squarely on its foundation and is ‘separated 
from it by a thick spread of pink mortar at the eastern end and an uneven layer 
of loamy soil and clay’. this may be a result of later underpinning due to the 
construction of the well or due to mining subsidence.

the second trench was placed to look for evidence of the structure running east 
to west from the end of the east wing. the area was heavily disturbed and only the 
stubs of the walls were found, bonded into the wall of the east wing. no garderobe 
pit was found in the subsoil. 

the third trench at the south-east corner of the building (which was re-excavated 
by connor as her trench 1) revealed the bonded-in foundation of what is probably a 
north–south buttress and, possibly, the foundations of an east–west buttress masked 
by a later stone wall continuing the line of the south wall of the house for around 
2m, and then turning at right angles to the south (see below). this was still standing 
until the renovation. Dornier identified a break in the foundations of the house 
to the west of the buttress where she thought a wall had been bonded in, with a 
possible continuation southwards. it seems most likely that this related to a staircase 
leading to the eastern first-floor door. there were also cobbled and flagged surfaces. 
a louvered ridge tile was found in this trench, implying that a building with an open 
hearth may lie broadly in this area. connor recorded a wall foundation of large 
fragments of undressed granite in a silty clay matrix on a north–south alignment 
some 4m south of the house and broadly in line with Dornier’s possible wall. at 
this point a possible east–west wall was noted of similar construction. the fill of 
the putative robber trench was sealed by a pebble layer with late medieval pottery 
in it. connor believed that she had seen a continuation of the north–south robber 
trench in trench 10 some 12m to the south. this was only seen in section and 
cannot be entirely relied on. it is possible that these walls relate to other structures 
contemporary with the house, but their function cannot be identified. a slate-lined 
drain ran parallel and a little over 2m to the east of this wall. it was not directly 
dated but parallels the drain running under the north extension, which is considered 
likely to be contemporary with the building of the house. this drain continues south 
through trench 8. on the extreme east of connor’s trench 1, another granite wall 
foundation was noted. this was of a wall still standing in the 1960s and recorded 
in a later watching brief, when a gateway was noted. although no direct dating 
evidence was found these walls formed the east end of the farmyard of Manor Farm, 
and were thought to be of seventeenth century or later date.
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Dornier’s trench 4 was to look for an external staircase to serve the door near 
the south-west corner. this was not found and, in fact, there were few features. 
immediately west of the ground-floor door there was a stub of a stone feature 
bonded into the foundations. Dornier chose to interpret this as part of a staircase 
structure, but it may, equally, be a north–south wall. connor’s other trenches south 
of the house added no new information. Her trenches 4–7 were west of the house. 
the culvert running under the north extension was found running north-east to 
south-west. it cut a north–south wall built of granite, and slate some 7m west of the 
house and some 40cm wide. the foundations of an east–west stone barn demolished 
by leicestershire county council without even a photographic record were revealed 
in trench 7. Finally, trench 11, excavated next to the southern boundary of the 
site, found only natural clay. to the west of this and south of the present garden 
boundary a small trench was opened in 2007 in an area where early medieval 
pottery, stone and roof slate had been found in field-walking. this revealed more 
finds of the same character but no structures. any boundary ditch must lie under 
the belt of trees planted within the gardens. aerial photographs (Dornier 1972, 
plate 5), taken before the Manor House’s car park was created to the east of the 
house’s garden, show a north–south ditch which turns at right angles to the west to 
align with the southern boundary of the garden. Dornier interprets this as a moat, 
but it is not wide enough and must be a boundary ditch. in 1998 excavation in 
advance of the building of a replica iron age house in the south part of the car park 
revealed several contexts containing medieval pottery. there is a rectangular fish 
pond around 150m south-east of the Manor House in a close called Park Meadow. 
the land between this and the house is called the Park (Hartley 1984, 22–4). 

Discussion

The original building

the original house was built in c.1273–1308, as confirmed by the tree-ring dating of 
the first-floor doorways, which are clearly an integral part of the original structure. 
Despite later alterations and the restoration work of the 1960s, analysis of the 
evidence allows a reasonably complete picture of the original house to be built up, 
as indicated in Fig. 10 (ground floor) and Fig. 11 (first floor). 

early studies of Donington le Heath assumed that it was a first-floor hall, with 
the principal living space of the property at first-floor level (Wood 1950 and 1965; 
Marsden 1962; Dornier 1972). the concept of ‘first-floor halls’ was challenged by 
John Blair in 1993, who argued that these structures ‘are in fact chamber blocks, 
originally accompanied by free-standing open halls’ (Blair 1993, 16). this position 
has now been accepted by most scholars in the field. the discovery of a probable 
separate hall structure at Boothby Pagnell Manor House (lincolnshire), once 
considered the classic example of a first-floor hall, has lent further support to the 
new theory (impey and Harris 2002). it has been recognised for some time that 
Donington le Heath is much more likely to have been a chamber block, serving a 
separate ground-floor hall, rather than a first-floor hall (see Pearson 1994, 21). the 
current study confirms this view. 
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the original building appears to have been constructed to a sophisticated 
and carefully integrated design, with a main block and two matching wings. the 
dressed masonry features were of high quality throughout. the two principal 
doorways and windows to the first floor were of generous size, with two-centred 
arch heads. it should be noted that both doorways have their better faces to the 
exterior, indicating (as would be expected for a chamber block) that the doors 
were approached from the south side, rather than leading out of the chambers into 
other structures. the other windows on the first floor were generally trefoil-headed 
lancets, while the ground-floor windows, for service spaces, had plain square 
heads. the elevations, except for the main front, were articulated by a regularly 
placed series of buttresses. the main walling, of irregular Forest stone, would have 
been largely covered with render, leaving only the finished dressed stonework fully 
exposed. 

FIREPLACE ?
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Fig. 10. Plan of the ground floor in the 1290s.
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the principal rooms, on the first floor, formed an unusually extensive set of 
chambers. in the main block, the presence of two external doors indicates that the 
space was divided into two rooms. Both would have been lofty spaces, the original 
floor being around 300mm lower than the current one. the location of the fireplace 
suggests that the partition dividing the rooms may have been immediately to the east 
of the west doorway (as shown in Fig. 11), giving a spacious principal chamber with 
the fireplace set centrally on the lateral wall. With its impressive hooded canopy 
(typical of the period), the fireplace would have been the dominant feature of the 
principal chamber. alternatively, the partition could have been located just to the 
east of the surviving south window. neither of these locations for the partition 
accounts for the irregular placing of the surviving small windows in the north and 
south walls. if the partition was in the location indicated, the secondary chamber 

Fig. 11. Plan of the first floor in the 1290s.
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was considerably smaller than the main one, although lit by a matching large, two-
light window. its secondary status is of course confirmed by the fact that it had 
no fireplace. it seems likely that there was a connecting doorway between the two 
rooms, although it is possible that each suite was originally self-contained. unless 
the lost hall abutted against the south wall, it seems likely that there was originally 
another lancet window here, as indicated in the reconstruction drawing. no evidence 
survives for the original roof structure of the main block, though one would expect 
either a plain, common rafter roof or a more decorative crown post roof at this 
period. it is interesting to note that the arched heads of the two-light windows do 
not rise into the upper gables as one might expect them to do (as seen, for example, 
at the contemporary chamber block at old soar, Plaxtol). Perhaps this is linked to 
the unusual stone corbel features at both gable ends, which might indicate that the 
upper gables were not of standard masonry construction but of timber. 

Both the principal and secondary chambers had inner chambers, located in the 
rear wings. the partitions here were of heavy oak construction, with high-quality 
arched doorways leading into the inner rooms. it seems likely that the partition 
which originally divided the principal and secondary chambers was of similar 
character. Both inner chambers were well lit by trefoil-headed windows, but were 
unheated. the evidence of stub walls and a doorway to the north-east corner of the 
east wing indicates a former garderobe here. the west wing had a similar garderobe 
projection, before this was absorbed into the northern extension. the trefoil-headed 
lancet which is now in the south wall of this garderobe space seems too large for 
a garderobe, and may have been fitted when the north extension was added. the 
small trefoil window which survives in the east wall would be more suitable for a 
garderobe window/vent, and the matching trefoil window now in the north gable 
of the north extension may originally have been located in the south wall of the 
garderobe. it is worth noting that, counter to expectation, the inner room for the 
principal chamber is significantly smaller than that for the secondary chamber. 

on the ground floor, the main block was divided by a stone cross-wall into two 
rooms, each with its own doorway. there was probably no need for a doorway to 
link the two rooms here. the larger room to the east had an inner room, but the 
room in the west wing had its own separate doorway, with no connection to the 
main room. at ground-floor level, the garderobes would have had above-ground 
pits, with hatch doors to allow cleaning out. garderobe pits of this type would have 
needed no below-ground excavation, which explains the absence of a garderobe 
pit, as noted in Dornier’s excavation. all the ground-floor rooms had ceilings set 
c.300m lower than existing, with small windows. the whole of the ground floor 
was clearly intended as a service or storage space, and would have had no direct 
connection to the rooms above. the low-set storage shelf which survives around 
parts of the rooms may originally have been more extensive. the inner room in the 
east wing was entered via a good-quality oak-arched doorway, so may have been 
used to store more valuable goods. overall, the extent of the service accommodation 
is considerable. the purpose of the ground floor was probably more about the need 
to raise the chambers to first-floor level than to provide storage space. 

a particular problem of interpretation is the fireplace to the ground-floor room. 
it would be highly unusual to have a fireplace on the ground floor of a chamber 
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block. in the various studies of the chamber block as a building type, no clear 
examples of original ground-floor fireplaces have been identified (Wood 1965; Blair 
1993; impey 1993 and 1999; grenville 1997). Medieval kitchens, and other service 
buildings with hearths (such as bake-houses or brew-houses), were generally built 
as detached structures, or at least separately compartmented from other buildings. 
at Donington, examination of the fireplace internally, with its segmental arch and 
double flue, indicates that it was re-formed in the early seventeenth century, at the 
same time as the first-floor fireplace. However, the exterior of the chimney stack 
has a large, chamfered plinth and weathered offset to the west side which appear 
ancient. the only reason for the offset to the stack would be to accommodate a 
ground-floor fireplace – a stack serving only a first-floor fireplace would have been 
straight-sided. Dornier’s excavation found some anomalies in the chimney stack 
foundation as noted above, but she did not conclude that the base of the stack 
had been rebuilt or extended to accommodate a ground-floor flue. internally, the 
presence of a possible lamp bracket, as noted above, suggests a fireplace earlier than 
the seventeenth century. However, when the upper chimney stack was reconstructed 
in 1967, a hand-written note on the drawings states ‘chimney stack not bonded in 
here’ to both the ground and first floor, suggesting earlier major alteration works. 
on balance, it seems more likely that the ground-floor fireplace is a later addition, 
but further fabric investigation would be necessary to establish this. 

the original overall plan form at Donington can thus be established fairly 
clearly. the presence of two sets of chambers is very unusual. rather than a 
second inner chamber, chamber blocks would often incorporate a chapel (as, for 
example, at old soar or little Wenham Hall, suffolk). But at Donington, neither 
of the inner chambers has any chapel-like features, and chapel use would certainly 
be inconsistent with the presence of garderobes. sarah Pearson (1994, 21) cited 
Donington as a typical case which had previously been thought to be a first-floor 
hall, and commented on the unusual plan form: ‘this circulation makes no sense as 
a complete house, but could be interpreted as two first-floor chambers each with its 
own entrance and its own set of inner and more private rooms.’ the duplicate set of 
inner chambers was also noted by Margaret Wood (1965, 105): ‘a development of 
the l-plan occurs when a second parallel wing is added off the main block, rather 
in “domino” fashion. We find this at Donington-le-Heath …’ Wood goes on to note 
two comparables for this plan form, at the abbott’s House, netley (Hampshire) and 
cottisford Manor (oxfordshire). at netley, the chamber block, set over a vaulted 
undercroft, had separate projections to the rear side, housing an inner chamber and 
a chapel. this is in reality a very different arrangement to that at Donington, with 
its fully developed set of two separate suites. at cottisford, there are again two 
projections on the first floor, but one is quite small, for a garderobe, so this is also 
not a good comparable for Donington. a wider search confirms that the plan form 
at Donington is quite exceptional. additional inner chambers are generally found 
only in larger houses of quite high status (e.g. ightham Mote and luddesdown court 
(Kent), or aydon castle, northumberland). even on such higher-status sites, these 
smaller rooms often do not survive or cannot be clearly identified – emphasising 
the uniqueness and importance of the surviving work at Donington (which is, 
furthermore, closely dated).
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the surviving chamber block at Donington must presumably have been 
accompanied by a hall, but no clear location for this has yet been established. the 
south elevation of the existing building and archaeological excavation present a 
variety of evidence (as outlined above), which is difficult to interpret. of the two 
first-floor doorways, it seems likely that one would have connected more directly 
to the hall, and the other would have been an external, independent structure. the 
vertical slot to the west of the western doorway might be thought to represent the 
embedded upright post of an earlier timber hall. However, this seems an unlikely 
location for the hall, particularly as the trefoil-headed lancet to the east of the 
doorway appears original and in situ. although internal windows, giving a view 
over a hall from an adjoining chamber, are a recognised feature, the window here 
is identical to the other trefoil-headed external windows, and seems too large for 
this purpose. it is more probable that the vertical slot, together with some of the 
adjoining square holes, received the timbers of an external staircase, with a pentice 
roof, though the use of a wall-fast post is unusual. it seems, then, that the eastern 
doorway, connecting to the principal chamber, was the one which led more directly 
to the hall. the set of five quoins below this doorway must represent the abutment 
of a stone stair or landing base, rather than the external wall of the hall, which the 
location of the doorway makes impossible. the absence of original windows across 
the eastern half of the south elevation suggests that it may have been blocked by a 
hall – except that the insertion of the large four-light mullion windows may have 
removed evidence of original windows. at the south-east corner, excavation and 
the evidence of re-worked quoins suggests there may have been a double buttress, 
which would preclude the abutment of a wall of the hall. if, as seems likely, both the 
south-east buttress and the first-floor trefoil window are original features, there is 
insufficient space for a hall to abut the south wall. so it may well be that the hall was 
an independent structure, with no direct attachment to the chamber block. given 
the fully integrated construction of the chamber block, with no clear features for an 
accompanying hall, it seems likely that the hall pre-dated the chamber block. it may 
well have been of timber construction and located to the south-east of the chamber 
block, though excavation to date has failed to find clear evidence of its foundations. 

the documentary evidence, combined with the tree-ring dating (c.1273–1308), 
suggests that the chamber block was built by robert de Herle, who took over the 
property in 1293. robert continued to build up his holdings in the area, taking over 
the charley land in 1303. although there was an earlier manor at Donington, by de 
Herle’s time the building was no longer a manor house. it is very unusual to find a 
building of such highquality construction of sub-manorial status. robert de Herle 
presumably gained his position in society from his work as a lawyer, rather than as 
lord of the manor. the building of the fine chamber block at Donington was certainly 
a demonstration of considerable wealth and ambition. the concentration of work 
on the chamber block, rather than the hall, might well be linked to the absence 
of a manorial role. the normal function of a manorial hall, for public ceremony 
and the manor court, would not have been a requirement for the de Herles. it is 
also possible that the unusual provision of two sets of chambers was to provide 
accommodation for both robert de Herle and his elder brother, sir William, who 
was a circuit judge in the Midlands, before rising to chief Justice of the King’s bench 
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and a member of the King’s council. the brothers often acted together, and it seems 
that the family holding at Kirby Muxloe was not acquired until a decade later than 
Donington. it seems not unreasonable that, when undertaking his judicial duties 
around leicestershire, nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, Donington would provide 
a suitable base for William.

later development

the north extension, blocking one of the windows of the west wing, must have been 
added only a little later than the original construction. it is of very similar design 
to the original work, with some of the same trefoil-headed lancets to the first floor 
and square-headed windows below. it does not, however, include the sophistication 
of corner buttresses. it seems likely that it was also built by the de Herles, within 
a decade or two of the original building, in the early fourteenth century. its 
construction indicates that, surprisingly, there was a need for even more extensive 
accommodation on the first floor. it seems that it was approached only via the inner 
chamber of the west wing, which gives quite a long sequence of rooms. the one 
function which the Donington chamber block lacked was a chapel. However, the 
north extension has none of the features which normally accompany chapel use, 
such as an east–west orientation, a large gable window or a piscina. the addition 
of the extension is difficult to explain, as it created yet another inner room, but 
removed the very useful feature of the garderobe. 

the next phase of building work which can be identified is a programme of 
modernisation in c.1618 (the tree-ring date of the new roof structure). the work 
undertaken at this time was quite extensive, focusing particularly on the main block. 
the independent hall had clearly disappeared by this stage, so the original chamber 
block was re-worked to provide all of the necessary accommodation. on the ground 
floor, the central stone wall was removed, and a cross passage created, with a stud 
partition and new rear door. two stone-mullioned windows were fitted to the main 
room, replacing previous smaller openings, and the chimney stack was altered to 
provide a large fireplace. the ceiling was raised, with a new set of finely moulded 
beams to support the first floor. a larger window was probably also created in the 
east wall of the east wing. on the first floor, the large hooded fireplace was replaced 
by a smaller chamber fireplace, and mullioned windows were inserted into the south 
and east walls. the roof structure of the main block, and probably of the wings, was 
completely replaced, together with a new stud partition dividing the main block into 
two rooms. 

the result of this work was to create a well-lit and spacious hall on the ground 
floor, with a cross passage separating it from the service end to the west – a typical 
traditional plan form of this period. the hall fireplace must have been used as 
the principal cooking hearth, as there is no other chimney stack in the building. 
Beyond the hall, the east wing would have served as the parlour, rather constricted 
in size and unheated. on the first floor, there was a fine principal chamber with a 
fireplace and two subsidiary chambers, both unheated. the west and north wings 
had no direct connection to the main block at ground-floor level, and the first-floor 
doorway may also have been blocked off. these rooms, with no fireplaces, were 
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probably service or storage spaces, with an independent staircase. the most likely 
location for the main stair would be in the west end of the main block, but the 
surviving floor joists show no indication of a stair. it is interesting to note that 
the two original first-floor doorways were treated differently. the eastern one had 
its external mouldings trimmed back and probably rendered over to conceal the 
blocked opening, while the western door was left in a good state. although highly 
unusual at this date, it is possible that access to the first floor was still by means of 
an external timber stair. the rebuilding of this period may have been associated with 
anne and thomas swinglehurst, who seem to have owned the house between 1614 
and 1620. although it involved considerable expenditure, with high-quality features 
such as the new mullioned windows and moulded floor beams, the alteration work 
was constrained by the structure of the original chamber block, resulting in a house 
of rather awkward form. 

an inventory of goods taken on the death of robert Burgess in 1729 probably 
relates to the house, as nichols in 1811 tells us that ‘the Burgess family had been 
so long tenants that nobody knows the house by any other name than Burgess’s 
old House’. goods are listed in five rooms: the Kitchen, the Parlour, the Dairy, 
the chamber over the Parlour and the chamber over the House. the rooms relate 
quite well to those created by the alterations of c.1618. on the ground floor, the 
Kitchen (also called the House) would be the main hall, the Dairy would be the west 
service end, and the Parlour would be in the east wing. on the first floor, only two 
chambers are mentioned, perhaps because the west chamber, used for the approach 
to the principal chamber, contained no significant goods. the lack of mention of 
the west and north wings suggests they were separated off from the main house 
by this date, and used only for agricultural storage. Described in the inventory as 
a gentleman, and with a total value of goods amounting to well over a thousand 
pounds, robert Burgess was quite a wealthy man. However, the total value of goods 
in the house was under £45. We might conjecture that he was not investing in the 
building because he was a tenant of the Harley charity. 

a further programme of alteration work was carried out before 1795, as indicated 
by the Pridden drawing of this date. the first floor of the main block was divided 
into four equal spaces and an attic floor was inserted, below the seventeeth-century 
tie beams. the county architects (who removed this later work in the 1960s) also 
thought it of eighteenth-century date, from the character of the stud partitions. one 
of the first-floor spaces contained the staircase with a small room to the north, while 
the other three were probably bedrooms, one heated by the chamber fireplace. the 
western rooms on both ground and first floors had corner-set fireplaces, the chimney 
for which can be seen on the 1795 drawing. Further work was probably undertaken 
in the nineteenth century. new wooden-framed windows were fitted in the west face 
of the building and a large brick chimney was inserted into the west wing, to serve 
an inglenook fireplace with a copper below. the north wing had a cheese press and 
wide brick thrall for storing cheeses. 

the farmyard of Manor Farm, as the property was called in the nineteenth 
century, was south of the house. the entrance, on Manor road, was flanked by 
two east–west stone buildings. the smaller (12.2 × 5.3m), perhaps a stable, was on 
the north side, but this was demolished without record. the 1795 drawing shows it 
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with a trussed gable and suggests that it was thatched. the larger, on the south side, 
was retained but completely re-roofed. it appears to have been thatched in 1856. it 
is a typical threshing barn with opposed doors and was built in Forest stone with 
sandstone quoins. a separate area at the west end, now containing the site’s toilets, 
was formerly connected to the main barn by a blocked doorway. there is evidence 
of a possible plinth on both the north and south walls at the west end, suggesting 
that this may have been remodelled from a timber-framed building. the line of this 
building was continued to the east by a lower stone building (shown on Penelope 
gresley’s 1856 drawing) and then a brick building, probably the cowshed recorded 
in the Harley charity accounts for 1864, and, finally, a two-storey building, probably 
a granary over a cart shed. the east end of the farmyard was closed by a stone wall.
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